
The significance of PLACES for family historians
We can easily overlook the importance of place as we constantly search for names and dates. Where the person was
born, grew up, Ilved, married, raised a family, worked and eventually died tells us the rich background to their life.
Researching your family history purely by filling in the boxes on the tree will soon become a boring practice. Putting
'meat on the bones' of the characters will bring them to life in our own imaginations at least. It will also train us to be
genuine historians as we place their lives into context.

As you use ancestry.co.uk you will find that there is ample space to record places on the profile of each ancestor.

It is possible to get more detail from records
found and to add it to each of the timeline
notes.
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It is also possible to add a fact which will then
be added in the appropriate position in the
timeline section.

~,l""~r)I~~t~~It is also useful to provide more details of
place by adding a comment. This may also
act as an invitation to others visiting your tree
to add a comment or reply to ~

When looking for evidence when you do
have place details you may find that the
search engine and method used by
findmypast.com is considerably more
efficient than ancestry. In looking for
censuses you have the option to search by
name or by street.

Search England & Wales census
records 1841-1911 ~

The census, taken every ten year! since 1841, provides a perfect snapshot of a day in the life of your
ancestors. Thev show who lived where, with whom and what they did tor a living. View the onglnal Images
and benefit from the most full and accurate transcriptions online.MAPS

Maps help us to know more of where our
ancestors come from and to help get a feel
for what the places were like at the time.
Examining a series of maps will help to trace
the growth of the place. County maps may
date from the 1500s, others later showed
proposed transport routes such as canals,
turnpikes or railways. They all have varying
levels of accuracy but remain helpful for
study.

can search for free. you'lI only need to pay to view transcripts and original records (apart from the
census transaiptions which are tree to view).
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!lll search by person's name ... 10 30 1911, Foundation a. Full
~ search by address II1II 10 30 1911, Foundation & Full

12IU search by person's name II1II 5 5 Foundation & Full

census search by address IiiiiiBI 5 5 Foundation & Full

Ordnance Surveys began in 1784 in preparation for invasion by France. Country parishes produced Tithe
Apportionment maps between 1838 and 1854. Enclosure maps detailed how medieval open fields were reallocated
as hedged fields. Dating from the 17thCentury onwards they come with enclosure award details.

Ancient maps may be found in museums, the House of Lords Record Office, and others have been printed in
various volumes of Phillimore publications. The TNA, British Library and County Records Offices also store an
impressive topographical array.

Always try to record as much detail as possible regarding places, particularly when using online databases such as
ancestry as it widens the facts available for flagging up similarities.


